Emory calls for proposals for slavery and dispossession symposium

The call for proposals is open for the symposium “In the Wake of Slavery and Dispossession: Emory, Racism, and the Journey Towards Restorative Justice,” set for Sept. 29 through Oct. 1, 2021. Emory University will host the symposium to highlight ongoing efforts and research in these areas, to encourage creative interpretations and dialogue, and to explore Emory’s legacy of slavery and racism and its lasting effects. The deadline for proposal submissions is June 18.

Emory Libraries recognizes two heritage months with relevant resources

May is both Jewish American Heritage Month and Asian American Pacific Islander Heritage Month, and the Emory Libraries has plenty of resources to help students, faculty, and staff learn more about the contributions these people have made to America. Our librarians and staff members wrote blogs (linked above) outlining those resources, many of which can be accessed virtually.

Graduate fellows share their experiences and results

It was a productive and enriching year for five graduate students who are completing their Emory Libraries fellowships, and they recently shared their project results and experiences with the Libraries staff.

Preservation office tackles multiple projects and exhibits

Despite lingering pandemic restrictions, conservators in the Libraries’ preservation office have been busy with a list of projects that includes work for the Rose Library and Pitts Theology Library, as well as collaborating with the Libraries exhibitions team on an exhibit on their work on Level 1 of the Woodruff Library on campus and an upcoming online exhibit.
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